Seminar  
Contested Heritage
Museums, Collections and Public Space

10:15 Opening and introduction

10:30 Mike Rowlands: *Preserving the ‘Real Heritage’. How Religion slips through the Quanzhou Net*

11:00 Graeme Were: *Fishing rights and fishing wrongs: Urban equality and heritage livelihoods in Da Nang, Vietnam*

11:30 Coffee/tea break

11:45 Ian Lilley: *Our Brave New World?*

12:15 Discussion

12:45 Lunch break

14:15 Jos Platenkamp: *Cultural appropriation: An anthropological critique*

14:45 Arthur Crucq: *From contested to endangered: Responsibilities for heritage in the light of climate change, or how Jakarta is rapidly sinking*

15:05 Eulàlia Gasso Miracle: *Finders, keepers: Colonial legacies in natural history museums*

15:25 Coffee/tea break

15:40 Evelien Campfens: *Contested artefacts: property or heritage?*

16:00 Arie den Boer: *Contested heritage - citizens’ initiative for water heritage in public space*

16:20 Discussion and conclusion